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Most of the Left-Hand Path, preaches something in regard to its ethics, being to completely lack any source of ethics when it comes to magickal and spiritual practice. Clearly for all the tough talk, there isn't as much tough action or anything coming out of it...

The "Right hand path" on the other hand is also severely imbalanced and sick, promoting eternally turning the other cheek, never taking any defense or any revenge, and accepting all sorts of random calamity and injustice without opposition and consequence. Total injustice.

Both add oil into the same fire of generally and continuously perpetuated injustice. The idea of the Satanist as some scoundrel and worthless desert dwelling bandit is a creation of the Jews, who in particular promote the worst of the worst stereotypes to their enemies, to make them fail. The same has been done to the people of all Ancient Civilizations, whose identity, name and legacy were driven through the mud.

Indeed, lacking any form of ethics when one has zero power is also of zero consequence. So indeed, the people above can continue things such as "Curse the Joy of Satan because my feelings told me so", or "Because a kike in my coven of Rainbow Kabbalah Nuts said so because jews don't run everything as the JoS claims" types of arguments.

Spiritually as inferior bandits who just discovered the knife, and feel very happy using their newfound invention. The advice that one reads on these books also calls on the summoning of just about any entity, random astral filth, even hebrew angels, and all sorts of strange stuff done in order to 'exact one's will'.

So long as one is a very weak magician whose actions have no consequence, one can always give long rants about how there are no ethics in magick or how the "Demons have no ethics", or whatever. One hardly produces a force, and therefore any counter-force to this, isn't really of any importance.

And they can keep writing books about assaulting and annihilating random people spiritually, or strange mentally ill produced justifications, trying to claim
this is some sort of "Law of the strong" or "Law of life" and other strangely unnatural behavior, which is not akin to a great animal but only a virus or a spore.

Indeed, many of the Demons do teach ethics. I know firsthand as their follower, lending them my mind for many years. When the Gods were on earth, they also instated what we know as Laws, as early as the code of Hammurabi, and way earlier than this.

You don't see Lions stepping on ants as part of a hobby, but you will see these people doing all sorts of negative stuff to innocents for what they claim to be the "Law of the strong". That is the law of the spore, and not the law of the strong. The law of the strong is different.

The strong also do have their own rules and proportions, which these people do not understand, as they are weak people. In particular, our cultural enemies, the Jews and Judaism, exercise constant disproportionate force on innocent and random people, in the sense of merely doing them evil. This is because the jew is inherently weak, and weakness breeds a necessity for brutality, and this is why jews are "brutal" in the way that they are. Similar are their behavior and acting to a spore/virus/parasite mindset, and this is why they ceaselessly attack humanity like a virus, and all the innocent people, for what is particularly no reason at all.

In contrast to this psychopathic behavior, we, Satanists, are not to emulate these weak examples, but move forward, and also remove these from the earth, so that a healthy and natural order takes place, where there isn't power abuse and injustice as it is today.

This is because a society run on these "claimed" animalistic urges and retribution, or blind aggression, cannot advance. As explained above even animals have a better justice system in place than what many of these nutcases believe is "Natural Law". Even a chimp can have better reasoning in that regard.

Development of a psychopathic mentality against all other people, isn't Satanism. It's more like Talmudic Judaism to just hate on everyone one meets without any particular reason, let alone practicing strange spiritual assaults on random individuals or people who have done little wrong and one thinks they deserve giant punishments.

The Gods aren't going to punish someone for acting with disproportionate force on a "random" target, but they will observe how one behaves. However, for the person doing these actions, it's a question of their own development to
understand how force and power works, and the Gods do take notes on people and how reckless or wise they are in the use of their power. Some may be acting less than necessary, and others way more than necessary. Eventually one needs to find their own balance.

As a parent watches their child train with a shortsword, and how they behave with it, they adjust their behavior in teaching said individual the arts of exacting justice. If a parent sees that one of their kids uses the little dagger to threaten every person in the neighborhood, that is definitely not the son you are going to put as head of a military unit, to give a simple example.

One the other hand, we have exemplary uses of power, such as, for example, the child who was just given a shortsword, fights a bigger opponent and subdues them. They behave in a way of a protector to their own, rather than a stupid aggressor and creator of strife. They have more glory in their behavior. Then they get the bow... then they get the Chariot... Then they lead a unit. The story goes on.

So eventually, the more said child practices the shortsword, then you transfer them over to the bigger sword when they come of age. Many people falsely also think that "Power" has somehow got to do with dysfunctional behavior and being constantly aggressive and touchy all the time. Indeed, the child that runs the battle chariots can exponentially do more harm to you, compared to the other one who chases people down with the butter knife as a display of "strength".

Our role spiritually is more like knights, rather than bandits.

As you advance spiritually, your power will mean something, both to yourself and to other people. How you will use it is up to you. But if one has aims to reach highly in power, one should better try to also expand their consciousness and try to always make the best decisions on exacting their power towards themselves and other people.

Your thoughts will start being important to you, to the people in your environment, too. The same goes for what you do. I have a saying that I go by, every household with a good Spiritual Satanist is a blessed household. The good things you can do to protect yourself and other people are priceless, by positive application of powers. Others may never know and it's better they never do, but you will know.

The stories of our Gentile civilizations should suffice to teach us ethical use of
power, are sufficient to teach moral values. This is why we have epics like the Iliad and the Odyssey and they are classics to this day.

Another thing that Power is going to bring, is responsibility, so one's relation with one's self and their responsibility, as a person, family member, citizen, and every other role, also gets affected by this context. The same goes for rising in knowledge, understanding, or any other form of power.
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